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This paper determines, by experiments, the CO emissions at idle running with 1,785 vehicles powered by spark ignition engine,
in order to verify the correctness of emissions values with a representative sample of vehicles in Serbia. The permissible emissions
limits were considered for three (3) fitted binary logistic regression (BLR) models, and the key reason for such analysis is finding
the predictors that can have a crucial influence on the accuracy of the estimation whether such vehicles have correct emissions or
not. Having summarized the research results, we found out that vehicles produced in Serbia (hereinafter referred to as “domestic
vehicles”) cause more pollution than imported cars (hereinafter referred to as “foreign vehicles”), although domestic vehicles are of
lower average age and mileage. Another trend was observed: low-power vehicles and vehicles produced before 1992 are potentially
more serious polluters.

1. Introduction

Theemissions from amotor vehicle vary under different driv-
ing regimes [1]. One of the specific regimes is idle running, in
which a vehicle may spend more than 25% of the operation
time [2]. Testing of emissions at idle running was originally
developed for vehicles that had very little or no emission
control, which made it possible to detect the badly tuned
and/or defective engines. Such vehicles are usually equipped
with a mechanical carburetor or fuel injection system where
the ratio of air-fuelmixture at idle running corresponds to the
ratio of air-fuelmixture under load.Therefore,measurements
of CO emissions at idle running (e.g., 2500 rpm) provide a
reasonable indication of emissions under normal operating
conditions for vehicles with a mechanical system of fuel sup-
ply control. Such vehicles include technologically old-fash-
ioned automobiles that are used mainly in developing coun-
tries, such as the Republic of Serbia. Large proportion of total
emissions from modern vehicles equipped with emission

control system is caused by a small percentage of vehicleswith
a defective emission control system.The research carried out
by Guensler [3] proved that 5% of the vehicles cause up to
25% of total emissions, 15% of the vehicles cause up to 43%
of emissions, and 20% of vehicles are responsible for 60%
of emissions. If we want to consider emissions by type of
harmful substances, Faiz et al. [4] demonstrated that 20% of
vehicles cause 43% of the total CO emission.

The research indicated how the introduction of stricter
limits of CO emissions at idle running is socially and polit-
ically acceptable [5]. CO idle concentrations were compared
to international standards, and the tested vehicles were found
to exhibit large failure rates, indicating the need of develop-
ing country-specific emissions standards. By measuring the
actual distribution of emissions in the sample of Lebanese
vehicles, the emissions standards were set so that a maximum
of 20% of the vehicles would fail. Such failure rate would
be considered socially and politically acceptable and is not
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expected to raise a significant public opposition to the pro-
gram.

To identify the characteristics of vehicles that are signif-
icantly associated with emission test failures the most com-
monly used are multiple and logistic regression. Although
in such cases the logistic regression is a more appropriate
solution, in [6]multiple regression is used, which showed that
engine size and type, age, and manufacturer significantly
affect amounts of emissions. Larger-size engines emit smaller
amounts of emissions, whereas older engines emit greater
amounts.

However, the results and conclusions of the influence of
vehicle characteristics using the logistic regression analysis
are divided. Thus, for example, in [7] it was identified that a
vehicle age or model year, except for the latest model cata-
lyst-equipped vehicles, has little influence on emissions per-
formance. On the other hand, the results of the study in [8]
indicate that a vehicle age, vehicle manufacturer, number of
engine cylinders, odometer reading, and whether or not oxy-
genated fuels were in use all play a significant role in deter-
mining the emissions test results and these statistical findings
can be used to selectively target those vehicles most likely to
cause high rate of air pollution. Also, the research in [9] used
nearly 4 million records of data to estimate logit models of
test failures and regression models of vehicle emissions. The
vehicle age, fuel economy, mileage, engine characteristics,
weight, make, general maintenance, and the seasons also
are found to be strong determinants of emissions and test
failure rates. Similarly more precise conclusions presented in
paper [10] indicated that vehicles over 10 years old, engine
size smaller than 2,000 cc, and odometer readings over
100,000 km would substantially increase the likelihood of
finding high polluting vehicles.

Unlike binomial logistic regression, in [11] a new multi-
nomial logit model is developed to identify the factors that
are significantly associated with identified failed and gross
polluting vehicles. The results are similar and also indicate
that factors such as odometer reading, model year, and the
vehicle make, along with the presence of modern emission
control systems, are significant factors in predicting the like-
lihood being labeled as a failed vehicle and a gross polluter.

However, none of these studies provided the answer to
the issue of how the influence of the abovementioned vehicle
characteristics changes by the introduction of stricter emis-
sions limits. The answer to this question can be provided by
this research. In [12, 13] the choice of using the relevant logis-
tic method in data analysis is discussed. In [14–16] variables
in logistic regression models for ordinal and binary data cal-
culations are shown. In [17–20] relationships between engine
characteristic and emissions in urban and rural environments
are analyzed.

The main reason for this study is the fact that the average
age of vehicles in the Republic of Serbia (2011) is 17.5 years
(Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Serbia, 2011).
By identifying the dominant predictors which have impact
on the resident CO emissions, as well as acting on them, we
can create a possibility of early establishment of stricter emis-
sion standards and thus also a better protection of the envi-
ronment and human health. The following sections describe

the experiment and the methodology by which the obtained
results were processed.

2. Method and Equipment for
Emission Measurement

The experiment including measurements of CO emissions
from passenger cars with spark ignition engine was carried
out at 13 measuring points in the city of Kragujevac and
technical inspection was carried out at Auto Moto Club
Trstenik during 2008. The methodology of procedure is har-
monized with the following EU directives: Council Directive
92/55/EEC and Council Directive 72/306/EEC.The emission
was tested by AVL DiCom, a combined device for analyzing
emissions anddiagnostics of spark ignition engines anddiesel
engines (analyzer of 5 gases from spark ignition engines
and opacimeter for diesel engines). The experimental base
consists of 754 domestic and 1,031 foreign vehicles.

3. Methodology of Results Processing

The goal of the binary logistic regression (BLR) analysis is to
find the model that is best adapted to the data but is still an
acceptable model that describes the relationship between the
dependent variable and a set of independent ones describing
it. The dependent variable is usually marked 𝑌 and indepen-
dent one 𝑋. The probability 𝜋 of occurrence of one of the
binary events (𝑌 = 𝑙), 𝑙 = 0, 1, for the case with several inde-
pendent variables (𝑥

𝑖
), 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚, can be presented in the

following form [21–23]:

𝜋 = 𝑃 (𝑌= 1 | 𝑋1 =𝑥1, . . . , 𝑋𝑚 =𝑥
𝑚
)

=
𝑒
𝛽0+𝛽1𝑥1+𝛽2𝑥2+⋅⋅⋅+𝛽𝑚𝑥𝑚

1 + 𝑒𝛽0+𝛽1𝑥1+𝛽2𝑥2+⋅⋅⋅+𝛽𝑚𝑥𝑚
,

(1)

where 𝛽
𝑖
, 𝑖 = 0, 1, . . . , 𝑚, are logistic regression coefficients.

Pearson 𝜒
2 statistics of residuals and their deviation may

constitute a quality measure of rating compliance of the
model with the output results. However, a problem occurs
when 𝐽 ≈ 𝑛 (the number of unique experiments, i.e., the cova-
riate patterns equal or approximately equal to the number of
experiments) because the obtained 𝑝 values and used 𝜒

2

𝐽−𝑝−1

distribution are incorrect [22]. Since in this experiment 𝐽 ≈ 𝑛

(1771 ≈ 1785), we will describe briefly the statistics that will
help us avoid the abovementioned problems, that is, Hosmer
and Lemeshow goodness of fit (HL-GOF) statistics [24, 25].

Hosmer and Lemeshow showed that, for 𝐽 = 𝑛 (as well as
𝐽 ≈ 𝑛) andwhen the fitted logisticmodel is the correctmodel,
the distribution of HL-GOF statistics (𝐶) approximates well
with the 𝜒

2

𝑔−2
distribution. Given that in this case we used

the grouping method based on percentiles of the estimated
probabilities (because many of the estimated probabilities are
less than 0.2) HL-GOF statistics usually take 𝑔 = 10 groups.
These groups are often referred to as the “deciles of risk.” Also,
it is believed that the model agrees well with the data if the 𝑝
value of the corresponding 𝜒2

𝑔−2
statistics is greater than 0.05

[22].
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The permissible limits for a vehicle to pass the emission
test were considered for 3 BLR models, with the engine at
idle running and high number of revolutions (2,500 rpm).
The first model adopts the strictest standard or limits for
CO in the state of Oregon (USA model) (≤1.0% vol CO).
The second model adopts the limits specified in Article 82
of the Rules of the Division and the Technical Conditions of
Motor Vehicles in Traffic of 26.04.2012, which stipulates that
the vehicles registered for the first time in the Republic of
Serbia before March 1st, 2014, have to emit less than 4.5% vol
CO, at engine speeds at operating temperature and idle
running (SRB model). However, since the Republic of Serbia
is a candidate for membership in the European Union (EU),
the abovementioned rules comply with EU directives for
vehicles registered for the first time after March 1st, 2014.
Therefore, the third model will adopt its regulations (EU
model) (92/55/ECC: vehicles with carburetor: ≤3.5 and with
injection: ≤0.3% vol CO).

The methodology applied for estimation of the cumula-
tive and absolute frequency of the tested vehicles is given in
[26–28] inwhich the algorithm approach and software for the
selected distribution that best approximates the experimental
data are described.

The following paragraphs present the calculation meth-
odology of SRB, USA, and the EU BLR models.

The final models had to meet the following requirements:

(i) Independent variables have a significant impact on
the dependent variable, if theirRao’s score statistics are
significant, that is, when it is tested by 𝜒2 distribution
with one degree of freedom, and at the same time
the required 𝑝 value being equal or less than 0.05 is
satisfied [29].

(ii) The lower the −2𝐿𝐿 value, that is, –2 log likelihood
value, of the new model (–2𝐿𝐿(𝜃)), the better the fit
of the BLR model [30]. Logistic regression measures
model estimation fit with the value of –2 times the log
of the likelihood value, referred to as −2𝐿𝐿.

(iii) The model is statistically significant if the difference
of the credibility logarithms of the new (𝐿(𝜃)) and
the base model (𝐿(0)) is such that 𝑝 value being equal
or less than 0.05 is satisfied when it is tested by 𝜒

2

distribution with 𝑘+1−𝑛 degree of freedom (𝑘, num-
ber of individual effects of the new model 𝐿(𝜃); 𝑛,
number of parameters in the basemodel 𝐿(0)which is
always one, since the constant is the only parameter to
be estimated) [31]. That is, we have to check whether
the model with the sample is good enough to apply to
the whole population (Omnibus test).

(iv) In assessing the significance of the coefficients of
independent predictors (and their subcategories)
usingWald’s test, all these have to be significantly dif-
ferent from 0, that is, to be tested by 𝜒

2 distribution.
The condition is satisfied for𝑝 value being equal or less
than 0.05 [23].

(v) If HL-GOF statistics show a good agreement of the
model with the data, 𝑝 value of appropriate 𝜒

2

𝑔−2

statistics must be greater than 0.05 (𝑔: “deciles of risk,”
and they cannot exceed 10) [22].

After satisfactory combinations of the predictors have
been selected, these predictors have to be ranked so that
the predictors’ group, for which % of correct classification
(Percentage Analyses, PA) [32] is the largest and the coef-
ficient of the Nagelkerke determination (𝑅

2
𝑁
) [33] is the

highest, constitute the group with the highest impact on the
probability results of the dependent variable 𝑌 in which a
vehicle failed the CO emissions test (i.e., 𝑃(𝑌 = 1)).

The rate of the individual impacts of independent vari-
ables in the groupwill be evaluated according to the following
criteria.

Criteria I. The higher the Wald’s statistics value of the pre-
dictor, i.e. the higher the value of the relationship between
a predictor’s logistics regression coefficient and its standard
error, the greater the probability that its (predictor) impact is
significant.

Criteria II.The further odds ratio of the independent variable
from 1 is, the greater the predictor’s impact is [31].

Criteria III. The area under the curve (AUC) essentially
assesses the quality of predictors in the established model,
whose calculation requires the plotting of ROC curve [23].
ROC stands for Receiver Operating Characteristic and when
applied to a logistic model, an ROC is a plot of sensitivity (Se)
(Se, the proportion of true positives among all cases) versus
1 – specificity (1 – Sp) (Sp, the proportion of true negatives
among all noncases) derived from several cut-points for the
predicted value. It is necessary to emphasize that, for a given
cut-point, the closer both the sensitivity and specificity are to
1, the better the discriminatory performance [22].

4. Results and Discussion

When setting a BLRmodel, the first thing you have to do is to
select those variables (predictors) that you believe, based on
your intuition or experience, can affect the test results. Table 1
presents the contingency table, that is, the results of the
Pearson correlation coefficient (𝑅) between all the assumed
predictors affecting the results of the abovementioned emis-
sions test.

The contingency table clearly shows highly significant
correlation between the engine power and displacement, so
one of them has to be eliminated as a potential model pre-
dictor. The reason is that if we adopt predictors which are
strongly correlated, they will be in constant collision in the
model; that is, they will share the variance and cause errors
in the output results. Due to the lower standard deviation
(SDEP = 20; SDED = 305) and standard error (S@EP = 0.4;
S@ED = 8.1) of engine power compared to its displacement,
the second enumerated predictor is eliminated as a possible
predictor of the model. Another reason for the rejection is
the conditions imposed on by the BLR, which require that the
minimum number of samples should be at least 400 [23]. In
order to provide themodel accuracy, every single subcategory
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Table 1: Contingency table of presumed predictors that can affect the CO emissions test results.

Symbol of predictor TA OR VA ED EP SFS K
TA 1 −0.413a 0.074a −0.767a −0.703a 0.590a 0.557a

OR 1 0.512a 0.511a 0.451a −0.129a 0.022a

VA 1 −0.049b −0.140b 0.427a 0.519a

ED 1 0.899a −0.594a −0.461a

EP 1 −0.615a −0.475a

SFS 1 0.792a

K 1
Notes: a𝑝 value ≤ 0.01; b𝑝 value ≤ 0.05; TA: territorial affiliation; OR: odometer readings; VA: Vehicle age; ED: engine displacement; EP: engine power; SFS:
system of fuel supply; K: catalytic converter (CAT).

Table 2: Adopted predictor for BLR modeling.

Symbol of predictor Mark of logistic predictor (𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 6) Definition of predictor Type of predictor Dummy coding

TA (𝑥
1
) Territorial Affiliation (bi)nominal 0 (foreigna)

1 (domestic)
OR (𝑥

2
) Odometer Readings Discrete Scale

VA (𝑥
3
) Vehicle age Discrete Scale

EP (𝑥
4
) Engine power Categorical interval

0 (≤40 kW)a

1 (41–70 kW)
2 (≥71 kW)

SFS (𝑥
5
) System of fuel supply (bi)nominal 0 (injection)

1 (carburetor)

K (𝑥
6
) Catalytic converter (CAT) (bi)nominal 0 (with CATa)

1 (no CAT)
Notes: areference subcategory in related category.

of the potential independent variable needs to fulfill the
requirements, which is not achieved with the division of
predictor ED. Table 2 presents the adopted predictors of BLR
starting model.

The subcategory of engine power up to 40 kW is of similar
average age with both domestic and foreign vehicles, and
since the abovementioned category rises, the average age and
consequently the average mileage are higher with foreign
vehicles. Foreign vehicles with carburetors are on average
older by 3 years and with the injection system by 9 years than
domestic vehicles. Also, foreign vehicles have the average
mileage greater by 84%. In addition, 45% of the sampled
foreign vehicles do not have a catalyst, and 41%of themdonot
have a modern system of fuel supply. Figure 1 shows three-
dimensional (3D) plot diagram dependency of the other two
predictors (OR and VA) with CO emission results at 𝑧 axis.

Figure 1 unambiguously demonstrates that foreign vehi-
cles have lower average emissions so we can deduct that
domestic vehicles cause more pollution than foreign vehicles.
This is confirmed by the mean value of CO emissions
(𝑥domestic = 3, 6; 𝑥foreign = 1, 99). One of the reasons is that
97% of the sampled domestic vehicles have a carburetor and
no CAT.

Figure 2(a) shows the number of vehicles that meet the
emissions standards. If we used the SRB emission model,
85% of vehicles would meet the required norms, but if we
adopt the strictest emission limit (USA model), the number
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Figure 1: 3D plot diagram of dependency between predictors. OR
and VA with the results of CO emissions at idle running.

of such vehicles decreases to only 25%of the sampled vehicles.
Thus, adoption of the emission standards stricter by 4.5 times
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Table 3: Fitted BLR models according to the defined requirements.

Model Predictors −2𝐿𝐿(𝜃) 𝜒
2

(df=𝑘+1−𝑛) PA [%] 𝑅
2

𝑁
𝜒
2

𝑔−2
(df)

SRB 𝑥
3
𝑥
4
𝑥
5
𝑥
6

1194.8 304.6 (5)a 85.2 0.28 11.947 (8)b

EU 𝑥
2
𝑥
4
𝑥
5
𝑥
6

1836.8 612.1 (5)a 74.6 0.39 11.534 (8)b

USA 𝑥
2
𝑥
3
𝑥
4
𝑥
5
𝑥
6

174.2 1805.8 (6)a 97.3 0.95 1.364 (8)b

Notes: a𝑝 value ≤ 0.01; b𝑝 value > 0.05; df: degree of freedom; 𝑅2
𝑁
: Nagelkerke determination coefficient; −2𝐿𝐿(𝜃): log likelihood of the new model.
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Figure 2: Cumulative and absolute frequency of tested vehicles (a) and probability density function (PDF) (b).

results in further increase of the number of vehicles with
improper emissions by 60%. The EU emission limits are met
by 44% of vehicles.

The adequacy of the null hypothesis𝐻
𝑜
: 𝑋 ∼ Dagum(𝑎;

𝑏; 𝑝) is tested by using 𝜆-Kolmogorov test for the adopted
probability of 𝑃 = 0.95 (Figure 2(b)). The critical value (𝐷)

can be estimated as 𝐷 = 𝜆(𝑃)/√𝑛 = 0.03219. Since the con-
dition is satisfied, sup

𝑥
|𝐹
𝑛
(𝑥) − 𝐹(𝑥)| = 0.02916 ≤ 𝐷, we

can accept the null hypothesis,𝐻
𝑜
: 𝑋 ∼ Dagum(5.088; 5.046;

0.176), that the probability density function of the Dagum
distribution (Type I) best approximates the experimental data
(𝑝 value is 0.09423).

Calculated Rao’s score statistics of univariable (i.e., with
single independent variable) logistic regression with all the
three models proves that all predictors have an impact on
model results, except for the predictor OR in the model SRB
(the value of the score statistic is 2.55 and it is not significant,
because 𝑝 value of tested 𝜒

2

1
distribution is 0.1111). Therefore

we will not take into account the predictor OR as the one
which can possibly affect the results in the model SRB. The
results in Table 3were obtained by selecting the combinations
of the set of predictors and their classification and ranking
according to the predefined requirements.

It is necessary to emphasize that we will not evaluate the
models that contain joint impact of two or more predictors
but we will evaluate only those models that include the indi-
vidual predictor’s effects.

The probability calculation of the vehicle failing the CO
emissions test for SRB, EU, and USAmodel can be expressed
in the form

𝑃SRB (𝑌 = 1 | 𝑋
𝑖
=𝑥
𝑖
)

=
𝑒
(−7.28+0.077VA−0.77EP(1)−1.14EP(2)+1.94SFS(1)+2.94K(1))

1 + 𝑒(−7.28+0.077VA−0.77EP(1)−01.14EP(2)+1.94SFS(1)+2.94K(1))
,

𝑃EU (𝑌 = 1 | 𝑋
𝑖
=𝑥
𝑖
)

=
𝑒
(1.08+0.000017OR−1.64EP(1)−2.32EP(2)−7.11SFS(1)+4.50K(1))

1 + 𝑒(1.08+0.000017OR−1.64EP(1)−2.32EP(2)−7.11SFS(1)+4.50K(1)) ,

𝑃USA (𝑌 = 1 | 𝑋
𝑖
=𝑥
𝑖
)

=
𝑒
(−10.61+0.000045OR+0.59VA−6.44EP(1)−8.53EP(2)+9.5SFS(1)+6.41K(1))

1 + 𝑒(−10.61+0.000045OR+0.59VA−6.44EP(1)−8.53EP(2)+9.5SFS(1)+6.41K(1)) .

(2)

In Table 4, column 3 contains the logistic regression
coefficients and column 4 contains their standard error, while
the last column contains odds ratio, that is, logistic regression
coefficient exponent of the considered predictor.

Now that all predictors of the fitted SRB, EU, and the USA
models are identified, the significance of individual impacts
has to be assessed. If we use the SRB model to analyze the
impact of independent variables through the ratio between
Wald’s statistics and the standard error of the predictor logistic
regression coefficient, we obtain the result that the vehicle
age is the greatest. Since it is a discrete type of predictor, it is
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Table 4: Logistic estimates for CO emission test failure.

Model Predictors 𝛽
𝑖

SE
𝛽
𝑖

Wald statistics (df) 𝑒
𝛽
𝑖

SRB

VA 0.077 0.014 31.08 (1)a 1.080
EP(1) −0.766 0.173 19.580 (1)a 0.465
EP(2) −1.14 0.29 15.453 (1)b 0.319
SFS(1) 1.938 0.585 10.961 (1)a 6.944
K(1) 2.943 1.042 7.969 (1)b 18.969

EU

OR 0.000017 0.000001 217.803 (1)a 1.000017
EP(1) −1.636 0.157 108.538 (1)a 0.195
EP(2) −2.319 0.24 93.342 (1)a 0.098
SFS(1) −7.106 1.05 45.829 (1)a 0.00082
K(1) 4.502 1.031 19.067 (1)a 90.181

USA

OR 0.000045 0.000006 56.939 (1)a 1.000045
VA 0.597 0.078 59.413 (1)a 1.822

EP(1) −6.436 0.98 43.167 (1)a 0.001603
EP(2) −8.525 1.166 53.485 (1)a 0.000199
SFS(1) 9.5 1.366 48.339 (1)a 1,3360.72
K(1) 6.41 1.246 26.483 (1)a 608.141

Notes: a𝑝 value ≤ 0.01; b𝑝 value ≤ 0.05; df: degree of freedom; EP(1): first subcategory in category of engine power (41–70 kW); EP(2): second subcategory in
the category of engine power (>71 kW); SFS(1): first subcategory in category of the system of fuel supply (vehicles with carburetor); K(1): first subcategory in
the category of the catalytic converter (CAT) (vehicles without CAT).

necessary to calculate the odds of test failure for a 10- or 20-
year-old vehicle. If the vehicle is older by 1 year, the odds of
failure increase by 1.08 times. If the vehicle is older by 10 years,
the odds increase by 2.15 times, while in case of a vehicle older
by 20 years the odds of failure increase by 4.7 times. If wewant
to find out % of increase in the probability of failing the test
with vehicles 5-, 10-, or 20-year old, it is necessary to obtain a
new odds value as a product of the old odds value, the odds
ratio value, and the change in the independent variable [30].
Thus, a 5-year-old vehicle has the increase of the probability
of test failure by additional 31%, a 10-year-old vehicle by 41%,
and a 20-year-old vehicle by 45%.

The exponent of the logistic regression coefficient repre-
sents the change of the odds resulting from the change of
the predictor variable by one unit. Therefore, increasing the
age of vehicle by 1 year, the odds of the vehicle failing the
test increase by 8%, while for the USA model the increase
would be 82.2%. Applying the emissions standard stricter by
4.5 times would result in the increase of odds of the emissions
test failure by ∼10 times with only one-year increase of age.

Based on the relation between Wald’s statistics and the
standard error of the logistic coefficient of predictors, the total
mileage covered by a vehicle occurs as the most influential
predictor in the models of the EU and the USA. The expla-
nation that a vehicle has odds of emissions test failure greater
by 1.000017 times after it covers only 1 km more is unrea-
sonable. It would be more realistic to take into account how
much the change of odds would increase after the vehicle
covers additional 5000, 10000, 50000, or 100000 km. Table 5
provides the required answer.

From Table 5 described, it is possible to deduct that, by
applying the EU model, which has been in force since March
1, 2014, the sampled vehicles used in Serbia have 5.47 times
greater odds of emissions test failure having covered each

Table 5: Odds failure changings of predictor \R.

Additional distance covered [km] EU model USA model
5,000 1.09 1.25
10,000 1.18 1.57
50,000 2.34 9.49
100,000 5.47 90

100,000 km, while the adoption of stricter emission norms
(USA) would increase the odds of failing by 90 times or 9.5
times for each 50,000 km covered.

Comparing the first two tests of influence of the predic-
tors in Table 4, we can see that there is a significant divergence
in the results, so it is necessary to consider the third criterion
as well. However, before we do that by using ROC curve, we
will analyze the only predictor of the category withmore than
two subcategories, the engine power.

Reference subcategory comprises engines up to 40 kW
(Table 2). The coefficient exponent of subcategory 1 (0.465)
and subcategory 2 (0.319) in model SRB (Table 4) is the odds
ratio of a vehicle failing emissions test compared to reference
subcategory. Since these values are lower than 1, it is necessary
to observe the inverse proportional relationship; that is, 1 is
to be divided by the obtained/resulting coefficient exponent
(odds ratio value lower than 1 reduces the probability of the
vehicle having failed the test; i.e., it increases the probability
of the vehicle having correct emissions values). Thus, in the
SRB model, the engines in subcategory 1 have 2.15 times
greater odds of fulfilling emission standards than the engines
in reference subcategory, while the engines in subcategory 2
have 3.13 times greater odds to fulfill the emissions standards.
Since this predictor is applied in all 3 models, Table 6 shows
the analytically summarized relations. It clearly indicates that
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Table 6: Odds relation analysis of emission test pass compared to
reference subcategory of predictor EP.

Subcategory of
predictor EP SRB model EU model USA model

EP(1) 2.15 5.13 623
EP(2) 3.13 10.21 5,025

the stricter the emission standards are, the greater the odds of
high-power engines to have correct emission values are.

As already noted, disagreement between the first two
criteria of the evaluation of predictors’ impact is evident. The
answer can be obtained by using a ROC curve.The area under
the curve (AUC) provides the value that can be compared and
placed within the defined boundaries of separating quality.
The larger the area under the curve, the better the discrimi-
nation [22].

The AUC values for influential predictors of SRB model
are VA (0.702), EP (0.306), SFS (0.698), and K (0.691). It is
notable that only the predictor VA has acceptable separa-
tion, whereas variables SFS and K belong to a group with
poor separation. For this reason, cut-point is determined
(Figure 3), showing that the SRB model has acceptable sepa-
ration on vehicles which have passed the test, compared
to those that have not at the 19-year-old vehicle, and such
event has 50% probability to occur. The predictor EP is far
below the reference curve, but this can be explained by the
abovementioned predictor having a greater impact on the
assessment of vehicles that can pass the test, that is, which
have correct emissions. That is why we can claim that, in
the SRB model, variable VA constitutes the highest quality
predictor of accuracy of whether the vehicle has failed the
emission test.

The AUC values of the influential predictors of the EU
model are OR (0.711), EP (0.568), SFS (0.350), and K (0.424).
Predictor OR has acceptable separation, while EP belongs to
a group with poor separation. For this reason, the cut-point is
determined (Figure 3), which shows that the EU model has
the most accurate separation of the vehicles that have passed
the test compared to those that have not when they have
covered 110,000 km. In the conclusion, the predictorOR is the
highest quality variable of output results accuracy assessment
if the vehicle failed the emission test.

Figure 3 shows the results of the USA model and the
AUC values for influential predictors of the USA model
are OR (0.623), VA (0.890), EP (0.222), SFS (0.919), and K
(0.936). Considering the AUC value, the predictors, SFS and
K, have exceptional separation of correct answers from the
incorrect ones, while the independent variable VA, now in
the USA model compared to SRB model, in the estimation
of the correct answers goes up by one level in the separation
quality scale, and now is in the group that performs excellent
separation. The total mileage in the USA model does not
constitute a quality indicator, whereas the predictor: fuel
supply system makes it possible to make a better estimation
which vehicle has passed the CO emissions test. The USA
model has the most accurate separation to the vehicles that

have passed the test from those that have not passed it at 11-
year-old vehicles. Thus, we can deduct that by introducing
stricter emissions standards, the predictor VA improves its
quality in terms of accuracy of properly graded vehicles that
have failed the test.

If we compare the 3 quality assessment tests, that is, the
significance of predictors in the model, we can perceive com-
plete concordance between criteria I and III, which addition-
ally assure us that a vehicle age is a very influential variable in
case of extreme emissions limits, whereas the predictor OR
is the most influential in case of moderate emissions limits
(model EU).

Finally, we have to consider the probability results of a
vehicle failing the emission test for the reference model SRB.
Thereat, Figure 4 is first shown with the division in
domestic and foreign vehicles and predictors VA and EP
(Figures 4(a) and 4(b)).

It is obvious that domestic vehicles have a greater proba-
bility of failing the test than foreign vehicles.This also applies
to vehicles of lower engine power, that is, lower displacement
(since a strong correlation has been proven between the
abovementioned predictors in Table 1).

Figure 4(c) shows the probability diagram of the model
SRB, depending on the most influential predictor VA with
the confidence interval of the case occurrence in 95% vehicles
(population). It can be deducted from the figure that the sam-
pled vehicles in Serbia demonstrate huge differences in the
probability of emission test failure with cars in the age group
16 to 20. Taking the average probability of the test failure of
9%, the critical vehicle is 16 years old, and this probability
would rise to 21% within next four years. The difference of
12% in only four years is a clear indication of rapid increase
of number of vehicles with improper emissions, such vehicles
being produced before 1992. It is indicated that since that year,
most of the world’s car manufacturers have been installing
catalyzers in serial production, all in order to meet the new
EURO1 emission standards.

5. Conclusions

One of the conclusions of the experimental studies of emis-
sions test is that according to the current legislation, that
is, the model SRB (≤4.5% vol CO), a vehicle age influences
the most the probability of it failing the CO emission test.
Domestic cars, although of lower average age and mileage,
cause more pollution than foreign cars and are more likely to
fail the test. Introduction of the emission standard stricter by
4.5 timeswould result in 10 times larger odds of the test failure
with each additional year of age. With the current standard
of the CO limits, it is satisfied by 85% of the 1,785 sampled
vehicles in Serbia. However, if we applied one of the world’s
most demanding standards (the State of Oregon, USA), only
25% of the vehicles in use would pass the emissions test. This
means that another 60% of vehicles would have incorrect
emissions.

The results of this study can be used for defining the
factors that contribute the most to increase of the number of
vehicles with improper emissions and considering the change
of impact of those factors depending on introducing stricter
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Figure 3: ROC curve and “cut-point” of predictors OR and VA in the SRB, EU, and USA model.
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Figure 4: Actual CO emission test failure rates by predictors VA and EP in model SRB.

emission standards, but there are also some other practical
uses. One of them is evaluating the possible incentives
(reduction registration of vehicles taxes, etc.) owners to invest
in the maintenance of their vehicles in order to reduce the
negative environmental impact of each vehicle.
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